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Index

abilities, language and communicative, in
old age 574, 576–7

academic colloquium 733–4
academic discourse 362
academic prose 176, 178, 180, 192–3
academic writing

and decontextualization 719
explicitly argumentative 737
medical 193

accent
and information ordering 120, 125
political loading 410
as a signaling device 222

accent unit 15
acceptability 101, 102
accountability

and ethnomethodology 700
in quantitative research 283, 299

accounts 653, 699–703, 729–30
acoustic analysis, of register shift 23–4
acquisition of discourse, and language

socialization 591–2
Actant Network Theory 761–2
action

consequences for the constitution of
discourse 231–4, 734

construction of discourse and absence of
234–42

and discourse as an interactional
achievement 229–49

activity theory 542
activity type, and interpretation of

communicative intent 222
actor perspective 736–7
additive meaning 56, 66

address, forms of 710
addressivity 619
adjacency pairs 241

in conversation analysis 210–11
definition of questions, in medical

encounters 463
adjective pairs 313
adult–child discourse 592–8
adverbs, as discourse markers 57
adversative relations, conjunctions and 56
affect, propositions 758
affective meaning 79, 91
African American Vernacular English

508–10
African Americans 661

children’s disputes 652, 655
children’s gendered play 551
framing of narratives 640
interactive style 508–10
sounding 660
women’s language 556, 642

age, functional 569–70
ageism 570, 578
agency 260, 476, 697
aging, discourse and 568–89

areas of inquiry 576–80
modes of inquiry 571–6
multidisciplinary perspectives on 570–1,

580
aging, effects on discourse 576–7
agonism 656, 661

in men’s talk 553–4
aircraft communication breakdown 437
allusion, interpersonal meaning of 86
alveolar click 678
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Alzheimer’s disease 5, 568, 576
ambiguity

and discourse analysis 445–50
as an elicitation strategy 448

anacrusis 333
analogy 694

defined 444
persuasive strategies 654

anaphora
binding 81
and indexicality 80–2
and right-dislocation 133

anaphoric chains 81
anchor 123
anchoring set 123
and

additive or adversative meaning 56, 66
conversation analysis in clinical

consultation 63
coordinating function in child language

63
in a list discourse 60–2
for planned or unplanned coordination

404
status as a discourse marker 65–6
structural or cohesive role 56, 66

annotation see coding
anomalies, pragmatic interpretation of

linguistic 792
anomalous suspense 780
antipassive constructions 166
antisemitism, and critical discourse analysis

361–2, 373, 375
antonyms 86
aphasia 576
apologies 199–214

conversation analysis of adjacency pair
210–11

vs. explanation 202, 205–6
form and function in 201–4
the function of 204–12
the lexical semantics of 205–6
phonological and nonverbal expressions in

204–5, 209
the pragmatics of 201, 207–9
sociolinguistic considerations 211–12
syntax and 206–7
text analysis 212
understanding 201–4

appearance, vs. reality 756
applied linguistics 738
applied natural language processing 798
appositives 268

appropriateness
assumptions about, in classroom discourse

512
in speaking skill 720

argument reversal 128–31
by-phrase passives 130–1
inversion 129–30

argumentation 732, 738
children’s 603, 604, 651, 658
cross-cultural 651
defined 732
persuasive 358
and racist discourse 378

argumentative strategies
aggravated 654
cross-cultural comparisons 654–5
mitigated 654

arguments
oppositional 653–4
rhetorical 653–4

ARPANET 613, 616, 618
artificial intelligence

approach to planning 805
brain–computer analogy 694
and internal structure of discourse 100
word-association heuristics 112

asides 268
aspect, discourse roles of 143
assertion 237, 605

in apology 205
Athabaskans 642
attitudes, defined 378
audience

as co-author 79
mass communication 421–3, 428–9
in media discourse analysis 421–3, 428
in medical encounters 472
responses 78
in storytelling 640
violation of expectations in narrative

643
audience design 284–5, 422, 427

in communication research 735–6
audiorecordings

digitized 323
for prosody research 335

authenticity 689, 713, 717
author

as authority 790, 793
and narrator 789–90
relationship with reader 787–9

authoritarian discourse 360, 375
authority, male role of 555–6, 560
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authorship, identification of, stylistics and
450

autobiographical impulse 640–1
autocracy 691
autonomous syntax 206

back channels 59, 61
background, vs. focus 803
because

as child’s attention-getter 599
as discourse marker 57–8, 59, 65

beliefs
and propositional content, intonational

relationship 15
transitivity via linguistic choices 479–80

Bella Coola 169
Bible 171
bien, as discourse marker 63–4
bilingual discourse

borrowing and code-switching in 63
media style 426

bilingual education, laws on 438
bilingualism

in the courtroom 437
and medical biculturalism 491

biliteracy 511
binary structures, parsing 270–1
binding theory 81, 82
bioethics, and rhetorical features of case

presentations 481
biography, authorized institutional 522–3
biomedicine

conceptual metaphors 485–6
western 470, 483

blame
assignment of 734, 757–8
rhetoric in medical encounters 476, 485

blocking 234
body, metaphors of the 485, 486–7, 488
borrowing, in bilingual discourse 63
breathy voice 30
bridging 799
British National Corpus 343
bureaucratic discourse 362
business organizations, comprehensive

discourse analysis (CDA) 760–3
but, as discourse marker 57, 58, 113, 267

cache management strategies, in
computational models 803

capitalism
disorganization of, and racism 377
and metaphors in medicine 486

case histories
medical language 477–80, 483
SOAP categories of information 477

categories
control over public discourse 356
cross-linguistic comparisons of discourse

163–4
schemas for 781

category design, principles of 323–4
causal relations, general and specific 55–6
causality

development of agentive 595–6
linear 756

center transition preferences 801
centering, in computational models 801

backward-looking center 801
forward-looking center 801

ceremonies 698–9
and institutional narratives 526

Chamorro 167, 168
Chamula Indians 660
chaos theory 644
characters

fictitious 789–90, 794
turned narrator 795

child discourse 590–611
child language 63, 512
child–child discourse 598–605
ChiLDES archive 331
children

conflict negotiation 651, 657
next-contributions 599–600
repertoires for strategic language use

512
understanding personhood 594–6

children’s narratives, sharing time 510
children’s reading books, distribution of

collocations in 312
Chinese 54, 170, 171, 653, 655
chit-chat, in older children 601–2
choreography 336
Chorti 169
cinema 772
circumlocution 708
citations, as institutional narratives 524–5
claims, evidence for 109–10
classification 755
classroom discourse

and language teaching 711–13, 722
as learning 511–12
and literacy development 510–11

classroom interaction, as cultural practice
505–10
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classroom talk
discourse markers in 54, 63–4
functional analysis 504

clausal relations, and computational
linguistics 803, 808

clause grammar, interaction of identification
and ideation with information flow
43–4

clause types 170
clustering, lexical 314–15
co-narration 511
co-occurrence 259–60, 283, 307
COBUILD (Collins Birmingham University

International Language Database) 305
coconstruction 234, 241
coda, in personal experience narrative (PEN)

638
code-switching 16, 221

in bilingual discourse 63
coding, in transcripts 322, 337
cognitive development

and discourse analysis 507
and zones of proximal development

(Vygotsky) 511–12
cognitive linguistics 87
cognitive processes, in discourse,

computational models of 800–4
cognitive psychology 694
cognitive semantics 77, 78
cognitive sociology 759
coherence 717–18

and cohesion 306, 310, 598–600
and discourse 101–5
relations 107–12
and relevance 105–6, 112–14
texture and cohesion 47

coherence relations 101–5
in computational models 802
exemplification 102, 109–10
explanation 108–9
restatement 102, 103, 110–12
sequence 106, 107–8
taxonomy of 102

cohesion 36–7, 718
and coherence 306, 310, 598–600
defined 35
and discourse markers 55–6
and language teaching 718
resources 36–7
and texture 35–53
texture and coherence 47
see also grammatical cohesion; lexical

cohesion; text cohesion

cohesive devices 55
cohesive harmony, in discourse semantics

39, 40–3
cohesive ties 37, 714–15

and evaluation of text as coherent 37
collective symbols, in racism 380–1, 383
collectivism, vs. individualism 690–1
collocation

and background assumptions 311–12
and cohesion 309–10
in computer-assisted corpus analysis

305
and cultural connotations 312–13
as expectancy relation 37

colloquium, academic 733–4
Colombian Spanish 64
colonial paradigm, and race relations 376
COLT (Corpus of London Teenage

Language) 657
Combinatory Categorial Grammar 809
commands, in adult–child discourse 593
comment clauses, in historical discourse

analysis 144
commodification, in health care 486
communication

co-constructive aspects of 543–5
as a discipline 725–8
failure 106
in schools 503–17
social accountability in 729–30
see also intercultural communication;

nonverbal communication
communication research 725–49

and discourse analysis 734–8
examples 728–34
problematic situations 736–7

communication strategies 735–6
of conflict 653–7
gender differences as 551
in language teaching 708, 716

communicative action, and computational
models 805–6

communicative approach, to language
teaching 707–24

communicative competence
child’s acquisition of 590, 603
grammatical, feasible, appropriate,

performed 310–11
and lexical cohesion 304–20

communicative interaction, in the curriculum
708–9, 710

communicative knowledge, expressive and
social aspects 54
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communicative meaning, as speaker
intention 67

communicative practices, shaped by habitus
218

communicative repertoire 259
communities, “virtual” 624
communities of practice

and gendered discourse 559
and media coverage 428

community, sense of, and storytelling
641

comparative genre analysis, medical writing
476–7

compartmentalization, in narrative
participation 780, 783

competence 13, 77
cognitive, expressive, social and textual

54, 67
discursive 282
langue as 315
linguistic vs. communicative 590
native speaker 309, 310
and performance (Chomsky) 311
see also communicative competence

complaints 238, 241, 580, 732, 762
complement clauses, with that, register

variation 179–83 Table 9.3
complementary schismogenesis 540–1
complex discourse units, parsing 267–72
complicating action, in personal experience

narrative (PEN) 638
componential analysis see semantic feature

theory
compositionality, principle of 77
comprehensive discourse analysis (CDA)

759
narrative and textual analysis 760–2

computational discourse analysis 271,
800–6

computational linguistics 798–806
computational models

of cognitive processes in discourse and
dialog 800–4

of ideological reasoning 406–7
of rational agency 804–6

computational perspectives
on discourse and dialog 798–816
future research trends 808–9

computer-assisted corpus analysis
data and terminology 305–6
of lexical cohesion example 306–9

computer-assisted observational methods
315–17

computer-assisted text, and corpus analysis
304–20

computer-generated tutorials, discourse
markers in 54

computer-mediated communication (CMC)
612, 613

gendered disagreement 656–7
synchronicity of participation 614–15

computer-mediated discourse 612–34
classification of 614–16
conflict in 663
defined 612
history of research 612–13
and interaction management 618–20
and linguistic structure 616–18
medium and channel 614
medium variables 614–15
modes 616
orthography 617
and social practice 620–5

conative focus 86
concepts

and nominalization 490
schemas for 781

conceptual–procedural distinction 114
concordance analysis 715
conduit metaphor of communication 79
conflict

communicative strategies 653–7
discourse and 650–70, 757
and gender 659, 663
groups in, and intercultural

communication 540
the meanings of 659–61
negotiation and resolution 657–9
nonverbal means 662
and political discourse 398
research trends 661–3
role of third party in resolution 658
structural properties of 650–3
termination 658

conflict talk 757, 762–3
children and cultural differences

657–8
rules 758

conjunction 36, 715
in discourse semantics 38–9

conjunctions 57
meanings conveyed by 55–6

conjunctive relations
and cohesive devices 55
internal and external 38

connectives, pre-adolescents’ use of 641
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consciousness
accessibility of references in 81
displaced mode 677
focus of in discourse flow 675
generic mode 677
immediate mode 677
level in choice of stylistic elements 450

constructivism 218
conversation analytic 729–30

constructs, and lexicalization of diseases as
things 490

consultation, interpretation of agreements
and 407–9

consultation, medical, as genre 455
content, distinguished from function

265
content analysis, frequency and 314
content knowledge 710
content organization, in listening 717
content words, bunching of 314
context

in computational models 804, 808
discourse 266, 272–3
importance in talk 215
and interaction 257–60
in political discourse 383–5
role of language in social psychology

689
of talk, in aging and discourse studies

573–6
context dependence

and language technology 807
of metaphors 484

context models 379
contextual cues

in listening 717
in reading 718–19

contextual knowledge 716
contextualization

defined 258
intonation as 15–16

contextualization cues 16–17, 221–2
in the classroom 505
compared with discourse markers 58
in computer-mediated discourse 623
misinterpretation of 545
and problematizing of reified cultures

540–1
prosodic 16, 29

contingency of discourse 229, 231
contradictions

children’s disputing patterns 651
metalingual perspective on 88–91

contrast 169
categories within sets 323
text-counts for 170

control
and adult–child discourse 593–4
contextually based 357–8
over conversational understandings

731–3
and political discourse 398
and social power 354–8

conversation 787
as bridging the gap 674, 678–9, 686
capturing for novels 340
as model for discursive psychology

694–5
with researcher in aging and discourse

studies 574–5
spontaneous compared with oral literature

685
transcription for gaze patterns during

336
variants or transformations of ordinary

231
conversation analysis 139, 453

the apology adjacency pair 210–11
in communication research 728, 729,

735–6
ethnomethodology and 252–3
and illocutionary force 85
and interactional sociolinguistics 217–18
and negotiation 38
and pragmatics 787
vs. quantitative coding 729
and social sciences 762
and sociology 761–3
in swidden fields of Southeast Asia 571
and transcription of turn-taking 336

conversational competence, children’s
590–2

conversational interaction see interaction
conversational model 704
conversational poetics 86
conversational rituals

children’s 600
complimenting 558
gendered 553–4

conversational style 86
conversational understandings, controlling

others’ 731–3
convictions, defined 378
cooperation, between authors and readers

788–9, 794
Cooperative Principle (Grice) 208, 216
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coordination
encoding in content-based transcription

335–6
parsing 268

coreference 80–2
resolution in language technology 807

corpora
computer-based text 184, 324
natural language 342
as performance data 316
type used in variation analysis 283

corpus, defined 305
corpus analysis

computer-assisted, data and terminology
305–6

and computer-assisted text 304–20
corpus approach, to register variation

175–96
corpus linguistics, in defence of 316–17
Corpus/Annotation Toolbox software 337
correlatives 638
counterfactuals, situationally embedded

595
courtroom discourse 362, 437, 549, 656

gender and class 755
mediation 658–9

creaky voice 30, 675
creativity 259–60

in Chomskyan linguistics 316
credibility, in narrative 793
Cretan 660
criminal cases

discourse analysis of 438–44
speech act and pragmatic analysis 440–1
topic and response analysis 438–40,

444–5
using to address linguistic problems

444–51
critical comment, by mimicking register

shifts 24
critical discourse analysis 352–71

and antisemitism 361–2
of computer-mediated communication

624
conceptual and theoretical frameworks

353–8
defined 352–3
and ethnocentrism 361–2
gender inequality 358–9
macro vs. micro approaches 354
media discourse 359–60
multidisciplinarity of 353, 363
and nationalism 361–2

and news media discourse 417
political discourse 360–1, 399
and racism 361–2, 383
research in 358–63

critical linguistics 352
and political discourse 399, 400, 401

critical media studies 359
critical theory 352

and hegemonic discourse 531
and racism 375

cross-cultural communication see
intercultural communication

cross-linguistic comparisons, typology and
discourse analysis 161–74

crosstalk 4
CSAE (Corpus of Spoken American English)

342
cultural differences

in conceptualization of illness and disease
491

in everyday talk 596
and language teaching 710, 721

cultural diversity, and interactional
sociolinguistics 218–23

cultural influences, on gender, language and
society 550–2

cultural practices
classroom interaction as 507–10
narrative family of 46–7

cultural relativity 401, 404–7, 554
cultural reproduction 260, 755, 759, 763
cultural stereotypes, and collocations

312–13
cultural studies

and media discourse 359
and racism 376

culture
the concept of, in intercultural

communication 543
discourse-centered approach to 753–7
problematizing of reified, and

contextualization cues 540–1
curriculum

communicative interaction in the
708–9

discourse-oriented 722
cyberspace 625

Danish 54
data-driven approaches, bottom-up 571
death, redefinition of 487
decentering of text 755–7
decision-tree induction 808
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declarative sentences
indexicality of 80–2
intonation 14
performative utterances 84

declaratives 231, 237
declination 334
declination unit 17, 29–30
decoding skills 717
deconstruction, of reified cultures 542–3
decontextualization

and academic writing 719
in school settings 521

deep structure 84
of personal experience narrative (PEN)

637
defamation, criminal cases 443–4
defeasible reasoning 799
definite NPs, intended referents 802
definiteness 172

the familiarity theory of 81
definition, the problem of 462–3
defocusing 359
deictic center 774
deixis 790–1

and point of view 774–6
see also indexicality

dementia 569
democracy 691
density 304
description, referential and attributive uses

of 80
desegregation, laws on 438
diachronic change, discourse-driven 145–6
diachronic studies

of aging and discourse 573
of discourse 138–60

diachronic text linguistics 138
diagnosis, as joint storytelling 461, 481
dialectic process, of reading a novel 788
dialects

identification, in criminal cases 438
ingroup of physicians 473

dialog
children’s development of coherent 599
in the classroom 505–7
computational perspectives on 798–816
cooperative 805–6
question-answering in restricted domains,

and natural language processing 798
in storytelling 640
in writing competence 719

dialog models, in language technology
807–8

dialog strategy 808
diary studies, child language 592
diegesis 778
digressions 268
direct discourse 166, 268
directive focus see conative focus
disagreement

by delay 652
expressions of 652
structural markedness of 652–3
types of 655

disambiguation 102, 112
disclosing painful information 579–80
discord particles 652
discours, and histoire 636
discourse

as communicative behavior 100
compared with single sentences 230
as constitutive of cultural categories

543–5
different theories for differing 754–5
Foucaultian 542–3
functional view of 100
functions divided differently across

languages 64
in literary pragmatics 793
and markers 56–8, 66–7
scope of the concept 696
situational parameters for 175
as social behavior 100
structural effects, and socio-interactional

dynamics 282–303
as a structural unit 100
see also computer-mediated discourse

discourse analysis
action-implicative 734
defining 1–2
diachronically oriented 147–52
polysemic term 538
problems of typological 162–4
professional 234
scope of 138–9
and typology 161–74
see also comprehensive discourse analysis;

computational discourse analysis; critical
discourse analysis; media discourse
analysis

discourse community, language classroom as
711–13

discourse comprehension
implications of coherence and relevance

for 112–14
a theory of 101–2
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discourse constituent units (DCUs) 265–7,
278

content of 272
context of 272

discourse context, meaning and 77–8
discourse flow, the analysis of 673–87
discourse function

cross-linguistic comparisons of 163–4
of intonation 14
and translation data 169–71
universal systems of classification of

164–9
discourse knowledge 710
discourse literature 453
discourse markers 54–75, 113, 728

changes typical of grammaticalization
149

and cohesion 55–6, 60
comparison of approaches 60
context and lexical/semantic source 63–4
across contexts 62–3
data analysis 60–2, 66
definitional issues 57, 58, 65
and discourse analysis 56–8, 65–7
distribution of 56–8, 66
in enumeration 291–2
global or local relationships 57–8
grammaticalization and 64, 148–9, 151
as highlighting devices 141–2
in historical discourse analysis 141–2,

150–1
and ideological contrasts, in political

discourse 404
across languages 63–4
in media discourse 426
multifunctionality of 58, 60–2, 66–7
organizational function 64
the origin and development of 147–50
over time 64–5
pragmatic approach 58–9, 64–5, 114,

150–1
semantic aptness of 149
semantic perspective on cohesion 55–6
and speaker attitudes 66, 141–2, 148–9
and stylistics 450
text deictic function 141–2
textual functions and expressive functions

139
theory, method and analysis 60–2

discourse model
action structure 57
exchange structure 57, 62
ideational structure 57, 61, 62

information state 57
participation framework 57

discourse parse tree (DPT) 267, 271, 275–6
common ground 268
context spaces 271
right frontier 271
right open 271

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) 81,
273

discourse roles, criteria for distinguishing
cross-linguistically 166

discourse semantics 37–44
cohesive harmony 39, 40–3
metafunctions in relation to register and

genre 46 Fig. 2.1
method of development 39, 43–4
resources 37–8

discourse strategies
for determining contextual meaning 79,

88–91
enumeration as 285–7, 296–7

discourse structures, influence on mental
representations 358

discourse-centered approach to culture
(DCAC) 752–7

discrimination, racial 379, 385, 540
discursive formation 538
discursive practices

culturally based and schools 508
different create different world views 754

discursive strategies, in racism 385, 386
argumentation 386
intensifying 386
mitigating 386
predicational 386
referential or nomination 386

discursive turn, in social psychology
688–706

discussion, equality in 733
disease

epidemic, extension of domain of reference
488

the grammar of 491–3
language 475–6, 485
the nominalization of 476, 489–90

disjunctive aging 569–70
dispreference markers 653
dispreferred-action turn shape 652
disputes

children’s 600, 651
international 663
routines 658
transcripts of 757
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distal effects 259
distance

interpersonal, with discourse markers 64
medical discourse 475–6, 492

distributional analysis, and lexical networks
314

doctor–patient interaction 456–8, 471–2, 552
see also medical encounters

dominance
and critical discourse analysis 353–63
male 549–50, 552, 554, 754
and political discourse 398

downtoners, distribution across registers
177–8

dramatis personae 794
dramatization, of voices in narrative 777–8,

779
dramaturgical model, in social psychology

693–4, 698
Duisburg group 380–1
Dutch, filled pauses 65
dyads, institutional, power to reward in 462
Dyirbal 167
dynamic interaction, in discourse 284
Dynamic Logic 273
dynamic semantics 273

e-discourse constituent unit (E-DCU) 265,
266

E-language, Chomsky’s externalized
language 100

e-mail 614–15, 618
EAGLES (Expert Advisory Group on

Language Engineering) project 337,
342, 343

Early Modern English (EModE) 142, 143–4,
145, 150

ecology of narratives 532
ecosystem, discourse, in the classroom

505–7
education, application of discourse studies to

512–13
educational discourse 362
educational settings

discourse in 503–17
interaction in 256

elaborated codes 755
in media discourse 424

elaboration 101, 102, 106, 268
elderly people

caregivers’ dependency-support script
578

individual differences 570, 572, 581

perceived age 572
in residential nursing homes 578

electronic medium effects 614
electronic text 807
elementary discourse constituent unit

(E-DCU) 265, 266
elicitation, sequence (IRE) in the classroom

504, 505
elite discourses, social reproduction by

361–2, 380
elites

control of public discourse 358
social power 354–8, 380

ellipsis 36, 715
computational models for 800

emotion
expressing 597–8
in intellectual talk 733
in narrative 780
universality of nonverbal signifiers 205

emotion talk 730
encoding

idiomatic combinations and problem of
309

processes in transcription 322
standards for transcription 342–3
systematic for computer retrieval 324

endangered languages, and community-
based research 429

English
hegemony of 360, 624–5
Korean and Somali, comparison of oral/

literate dimensions in 187–92
registers, involved vs. informational

185–7
rhythm in 25
see also Early Modern English (EModE);

Middle English (ME); Old English (OE)
English/Spanish biliteracy 511
entailment 83, 85–6
entextualization 755–7
entities

in computational models 801
new and evoked or inferable or unused

801–2
enumeration

age effects 292–4
as a discourse strategy 285–7
examples from corpus 286–7
interactional and social effects on 292–4
operational criteria in the identification of

287
structural effects on 289–92
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episodes
in discourse parsing 272
nested sets of 703

episodic memory 379
epistemes 542–3
equivalence tables 324
erasures, in institutional narratives 529
ergatives, distribution in political discourse

403
es sentences, nondiscourse initial Postposed

subjects of 274–5
escalation, in children’s argumentation 651
ethics, and experimental subjects 689–90
ethnicity, in medical encounters 463
ethnocentrism, and critical discourse analysis

361–2
ethnography

in interactional sociolinguistics 215,
223–6

methods of 260
multilocal 259–60

ethnography of communication 175, 215,
254, 453

and child discourse 590–2
in schools 507–10
shared stories and 641
and straight talk 730–1

ethnography of speaking 759
and institutional narratives 532–3

ethnomethodology 216
and accountability 700
and interaction 252–7

ethology 216
euphemism, in medical language 474–5
evaluation

in personal experience narrative (PEN)
638

in talk 738
evaluative clauses, in personal experience

narrative (PEN) 637
evaluative function, of discourse markers

64
event models 379
event time 791
events

A-events (speaker-specific) 237
in interactional sociolinguistics 223

everyday situations, communication research
726–7

everyday talk
cultural differences 596
the morality of 596–8

evidence for claims 109–10

evidentiality
skewing in medical records 477
structural selections and 403–4
“evoked in the discourse” 274–7

Ewe 82
exclamatory sentences, intonation 14
exemplification, in coherence relations 102,

109–10
existential sentences 700

and chronic medical conditions 492
with there 126–7

experience
emotional, and mental simulations

782–3
and imagination in narratives 772, 780

experiencer role 476
experiential grammar, discourse semantics

and 39, 40
experimental subjects, and ethics 689–90
experiments, in social psychology 688–90
explanation

vs. apology 202, 205–6
in coherence relations 108–9
in research 260
vocabulary of scientific 541

explanatory models 692–3
explicatives 638
explicatures 106
expressive focus 86
“extension particles” 287
external meaning 56, 63
externalized language (E-language),

Chomsky’s 100
extralinguistic effects, on enumeration

292–8
extrapropositional discourse operation 265

face
and apologies 211–12
and gender conflict 656
the negotiation of 655
and politeness 551

face-to-face communication, compared with
computer-mediated communication
614

face-to-face interaction 727
facework 732–3
facts

grammatical representation of 443
of the past, settled by social negotiation

702
falsetto 30
familiarity 119, 121, 129–30, 304
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family life, pragmatics, and adult–child
discourse 592–4

family talk
dinner table 559, 594
framing 559

fascism 360
feature extension 87
feature transfer 87
felicity conditions 84, 208
femininity 601–2
feminism 548

and critical discourse analysis 358–9
the personal as political 549–50

fiction 180, 795
field 45
figurative meaning 78, 87–91
figures of speech, in stylistics 285
File Change Semantics (FCS) 81, 273
Finnish 54, 64
first language acquisition, discourse markers

in 55
fixed expressions, in historical discourse

analysis 144
flaming 616, 622
flashbacks 789, 791
floor management

in medical encounters 462
prosodic contextualization cues for 16

focalization 793
foci of language, Jakobson’s 86
focus 675

vs. background 804
as new information 120

focus groups 653
focus preposing 125
folktale, morphology of the 635–6
footing 697
foregrounding 168
forensic linguistics 437–8

stylistics in 450
forensic phonetics 441–3
formal semantics 272
formality, in enumeration 296
formulaic expressions 236

in argumentative strategies 655
interpersonal meaning of 86

Foucault, Michel, approach to discourse
542–3

frame theory, of semantics 79, 86
frames 219, 755

and contextualization cues 16
different create different world views

754

mismatched cross-cultural, in classroom
interaction 507

in political discourse 360
framing 217, 257, 258

in criminal cases 443–4
ideological in political discourse 400–11
in institutional discourse 520
in medical encounters 459–60, 481
and news media discourse 417, 422, 425
of oral narratives 640, 644
in racism 386

French 54, 64, 146, 360
see also Old French

frequency, in a corpus, compared with
probability in a text 310

frequency/liking study 688, 700–2
friendship

frames in 459
social psychology of 698–9, 700–3

function, distinguished from content 265
functional-systemic linguistics 77

and register variation 176
transitivity in grammar 359

games, discourse markers in 54
gate-keeping encounters 259
gender

and conflict 663
conversational routines 257
difference dominance debates 554
and discourse 548–67
indirect relationship with discourse 557
in medical encounters 463–4, 485
and narrative style 643
and oppositional discourse 655–7
peer socialization, and interactional

accomplishment 603–5
social construction of 556–7, 560
third 560

gender differences
as communicative strategies 551
in discourse and different cultures 754
in speech 548

gender dualism 559–60
gender inequality, critical discourse analysis

358–9
gendered discourse

as a constraint 558–9
as a resource 557–8

generative linguistics 13, 81
generative semantics 77, 85
generative transformational grammar 636

Standard Theory 77
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defined 46
for events 219
in medical encounters 456–8
and register 44–7
as systems of social processes 45–6

genre units, in Linguistic Discourse Model
(LDM) 266

genres
colloquial written 141
control over 356
historical changes in text types 145,

151–2
interactional 231
narrative and expository as prototype

720
power and 363
speech-based 141
spoken and written, and medical

language 473
German 54, 64, 147, 148, 171, 360

Pennsylvania 146, 147
syntagmatic relations 311
see also Old High German

Germanic, word order 146
Germans 653, 661
Germany

and Nazism 373
racism in 380

gerontology 570
gestures 16, 708

deictic 776–7
as discourse markers 65
iconic 776–7
in narrative 778

givenness in discourse 119
Glasgow University Media Group 359,

420
GoldVarb 288
gossip, in older children 601–2
grammar

discourse-oriented approach to teaching
714–15

of illness and disease 491–3
intonation as part of 14

grammatical categories, operationalized in
political ways 404, 411

grammatical cohesion 36–7
grammatical descriptions, register variation

in 179–83
grammatical metaphor 44
grammaticality, judgments 79

grammaticalization 59, 146
and discourse markers 64, 148–9, 151
and evolution of discourse markers 148,

149, 151
in narrative analysis 638
of pragmatics 146

“Great Divide” theorists 542
Greece, ancient 338
Greek 171
Greeks 651, 652, 653, 655, 656, 661, 662
grounding

change from oral to literate techniques
150–1

word order theory of 144
group domination 362–3
guessing, in reading 718

habitus, in communicative practices 218
Haider, Jörg 386–9
Haitian Creole 171
Hawaiians 511, 651
HCRC project 323
“he-said-she-said” 655
health

biopsychosocial model 481
language in relation to 489–93

health care
commodification in 486
discourse markers in consultations 54

hearing difficulties, in old age 568, 576
Hebrew 54, 64

Biblical 167, 168, 169, 170
discourse markers in Hebrew/English

bilingual discourse 63
hedging 597
hegemony 355

of English 360
heterogeneity, in gender and discourse 555
heuristic abstractions 692, 693
heuristics 759
HIAT-DOS software 337
highlighting 141–2, 224

in medicine 488–9
in political discourse 402

histoire, and discours 636
historical discourse analysis 138–60, 140–5

diachronic change in 140, 145–52
scope of 139–40
synchronic approach 139, 140–5

historical linguistics
and discourse analysis 138–60
discourse-oriented 145–7, 152

historical pragmatics 138
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discourse analysis

historical texts, contextual aspects of 145
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authorized institutional 522–3
as selective storytelling about the past

643
holistic approach 283–5
home and school

cultural differences 508
expectations about discourse practices

598
homophony 59
HTML 343
human sciences, models in 693–5
humor

“black” in hospitals 473
children’s 600
see also joking; laughter

Hungarian 54
hybridity 383
hyperbole 87, 88, 362
hypotheses 758–9

Icelandic 82
iconic gestures 776–7
ICQ (“I seek you”) protocol 615
ideational meaning 38–9, 45, 91
identification, in discourse semantics

38–9
identities

collective and racism 376–7
and conflict talk 661–2
gender 556–7, 559–60, 561
and interdiscourse communication

544
and life stories 641

identity
and accent 222
child’s development of 594–6, 606
in old age 577–9

ideological reasoning, modeling in
computational form 406–7

ideology
and elite discourses 362, 363
language, and linguistic choices 644
and media discourse 420
and political discourse 400–1, 404–11
and racism 380, 382

idiomatic language use
encoding problem 309
extended lexicosemantic units in a theory

of 310–11

illness
biopsychosocial model 481
the grammar of 491–3
language 475–6
narratives about the experience of

482–3
illocutionary acts 84
illocutionary meaning 84
imagination

in discourse 772–86
in narratives 773–80

immersion, multiple/serial 757–9
implicature 78, 79, 80, 84, 87, 208

change from conversational to
conventional 146

conversational 216, 731–3
indexicality 16, 221–2, 257, 258

and anaphora 80–2
of tense in literary texts 791–3

indexicals 272–3
compared with discourse markers 58

Indians 651
hijras 560

indirect speech 112
free 778

indirectness markers 598
individual differences, in communication

tasks 736
individualism, vs. collectivism 690–1
Indo-European 140
Indonesian 54
inequality 257–8

gender 549–50
racial 361–2

inference
conversational 219–20, 758
in reasoning, computational models 799,

800
inferential search 799

resource-limited 799–800, 804, 805
inferential semantic theory 85
inflectional forms, in historical discourse

analysis 142–4
information

new 119, 120, 121
presupposed 120
sequence of given before new 119
status of inferable 121

information flow
intonation and 15
transcription of 340

information management, in language
teaching 714
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information retrieval, and language
technology 808, 809

information structure
and computational linguistics 800, 804
and discourse 119–37

informational relations, and intentional
relations, in computational models 806,
808

informativeness, strengthening of 146
ingroup–outgroup relations 362, 379
inner experience, verbalization problem

674, 678–9, 686
instigating 556, 640, 655
institutional discourse, defined 520
institutional domains 351–535, 734
institutional formulae 311
institutional narratives 518–35

artifacts for remembering 528
at the boundaries 519–21
design intention 526
media for 522–5
occasions for remembering 525–8 Table

26.1
personal experience as 525
silences in 528–31
storytelling rights in 531
training as 523–4
when and how 525–8

institutional work, and narratives 519–21
institutionalization, of elderly people in

residential nursing homes 578
institutions

interaction in 254–7
narrative in see institutional narratives
nonparticipant narratives in 521–5

insulting 651
ritual 556, 657, 659, 660

intellectual talk, emotion 733
intensifiers 638
intensional logic, Montague’s 77
intention stack, and discourse parse tree

(DPT) 271
intentional relations, and informational

relations, in computational models 806,
808

intentionality 444–5
and action, in computational models 805

intentions, speaker 78, 79, 80, 696
in computational models 805

interaction 229–49
computer-based 808
discourse and 56, 57, 67, 250–64
ethnomethodology and 252–7

institutional 254–7, 456, 464
interpretist approach 252
intonation cues in 13–34
in Linguistic Discourse Model (LDM) 266
navigation by 680–3
ritual requirements 16, 29
situating 257–60
sociolinguistic features of 708
system requirements 16, 29
task/tool distinction 695–6
timing in 25–9
unconformity problem 678–9

interaction management
and computer-mediated discourse

618–20
in language teaching 714

interaction order (Goffman) 216, 217
interactional context, storytelling embedded

in 640
interactional cues, and involvement 86
interactional sociolinguistics 5, 215–28, 453,

554, 759
cultural diversity and 218–23
method 223–6

interactional systems analysis (ISAs), of
doctor–patient communication 471–2

interactional texts 223–4
interactive networking 612
intercalation 791
InterChange 617–18
intercultural communication 539

conversational routines 257
and discourse analysis 539–41
discourse and 538–47
in interactional sociolinguistics 215–28
and international disputes 663
and language teaching 710, 721
male–female discourse as 551–2
nondiscursive 541–2

interdisciplinary research 199–214, 644
interdiscursivity 382, 383, 540, 543, 544
intergenerational differences, in conflict

behavior 658
intergenerational encounters 575, 577–8,

579–80
interjections 57, 142, 150

as response cries 59
interlinear tonetic notation 334, 340
International Corpus of English 343
international disputes 663
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 341
Internet 416, 613, 621, 624

Relay Chat (IRC) 615, 616, 618, 623
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726–7

interpersonal interaction, psychological
symbiosis and flow 695

interpersonal meaning 45, 78, 86
interpretation

cultural differences in 219–20
discourse 272–3
vs. interruption 756
and lexical choice in political discourse

407–10
pragmatic of linguistic anomalies 792
problem in social psychology research

690
situated of communicative intent 223
strategies for audience of media discourse

422
strategies in medical encounters 480–3
teaching skills 716–17
and transitivity 402, 406

interpretative repertoire 382
interpretive representation 112
interpretive schemas, and contextualization

cues 16, 29
interpretive semantics 81, 85
interpretive sociolinguistics 759
interpretive theory 727
interrogatives 112

intonation 14
interruption 268, 472

in argumentation, cultural differences 651
in argumentative strategies 655
in family dinner-table talk 594
and gender relations 549–50, 552
vs. interpretation 756
patterns in forensic phonetics 442, 451
as violation of a coherence rule 104

intertextuality 383, 540, 543
interviews

in aging and discourse studies 574
cultural differences in practices 224–5
discourse markers in political 54
playback 575–6

intimacy
and communications research 728
and women’s talk 553, 604

intonation 333–4
beyond 25–9
and discourse 13–34
as discourse function 14
and information ordering 120, 125–6
intonation-and-information-flow approach

15

intonation-as-contextualization approach
15–16

intonation-as-grammar approach 14–15
in language teaching 714
markings for types 341
Pierrehumbert’s model 15
social functions of 714

intonation contour 323, 675
intonation phrase 126

beyond the 17–25
intonation unit 15

in discourse flow 675, 683
initial pitch 17–21
transitional continuity and 15

intragenerational encounters 575
intratextual difference 755–7
inversion 166

in children’s argumentation 651
and discourse-familiarity 129–30

involvement, and interpersonal meaning
86

Irish 426, 429
discourse markers 63

irony 87, 88, 112, 551, 653, 656
Israelis

children’s ritual brogez 660
dugri 730–1
storytelling 642

Italian 54, 64, 82
Italy 361–2

Japanese 54, 64, 82, 148, 150, 164, 169, 171
nominals 642

Javanese shadow puppet plays 642
job interview, framing in 459
joint action, psychological symbiosis 695
joking 86, 651, 653
journalism

community 429–30
narrative structure 425–6
use of quotation 424

judicial discourse, cultural differences 652
justifications 205, 653

Kamehameha Early Education Program
(KEEP) 512–13

Kappa 337
key, for apology 210
kin terms 754
Korean 54, 169, 183, 662

Somali, and English, comparison of oral/
literate dimensions in 187–92

Koreans 652, 655
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Koyukon 167
Kutenai 169

Laban notation 336
Labov, William, on personal experience

narrative (PEN) 636–9
Lahu 64
Lakoff, Robin, Language and Woman’s Place

549–50
language

computer-mediated 616–18
and masculinity 555–6
and medicine 470–502
political potential of 400–1
in sociology 750–2
and thought 401, 491–3

language awareness 721–2
language change

discourse markers in 55
historical discourse analysis 140, 145–7

language contact, discourse markers in
54

“language crimes” 446, 448
language decline 763
language development

and child’s development of identity
594–6

use of and in 63
language engineering (LE) 343
language families, typological studies 163
language learning, creating the context for

711–13
language loyalty 763
language maintenance 763
language production

cognitive ability and textual ability 54
discourse markers in 54–75

language skills, discourse analysis and the
teaching of 716–21

language socialization 552, 591–2
language teaching

and cross-cultural differences 710, 721
and discourse analysis 707–24
discourse and intonation 14, 708
goal of 707
method of 707

language technology 798, 806–8
methods 807

language use
characteristics of 310
conventionalized 309
gender-related patterns of 548–67
norms of 304, 310

languages, ordering metrics for different
801

langue 76, 315
Latin 54, 141, 142, 146
Latin America 360
Latina women’s language 556
laughter 728
law

and discourse analysis, history of 437–8
interaction in 257

law enforcement agencies, and use of
forensic linguistics 438, 449–50

learning, classroom discourse as 511–12
lecturing, in men’s talk 555–6
left-dislocation 131–2

amnestying an island violation 132
simplifying 131
triggering a poset inference 132

legal context, discourse analysis in the
437–52, 520–1

lemma 305
lesbian “coming out stories” 560
levels of analysis, identification in variation

analysis 283–4
lexical cohesion 37–8

collocations in 309–10
and communicative competence 304–20
computer-assisted corpus analysis of

306–9
lexis and text structure 313–15

lexical decomposition see semantic feature
theory

lexical descriptions, register variation in
177–9

lexical fields 314
lexical items, nontransparent in institutional

narratives 527
lexical semantics 80
lexicalized phrases, as discourse markers

57
lexicogrammar 37, 38–9, 45
lexicogrammatical signals, in listening

717
lexicon, of medicine 473–6
life

as ceremony 698–9
as narrative 698–9

life histories
as careers 762
research 643
women’s language 643

life stories 641
lifeworld, patients’ 461, 474
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discourse parse tree (DPT) 267–72
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explanatory power 274–7

linguistic structure
and computer-mediated discourse 616–18
of discourse 265–81

linguistics, and discourse analysis 11–197
Linguistics Data Consortium (LDC) 337,

342
link 122
linking, in computer-mediated discourse

619
linking relations 121–4, 123

alternate values 122
higher value 122
lower value 122
passivization 131
trigger in 123

listening 673
discourse analysis and the teaching of

skills 716–17
interactive 716–17
“jigsaw” activities 717
phonological signals in 717

lists 268, 285
discourse analysis of 60–2

listserv mailing lists 616, 657
literacy

and change in text types 151–2
development and classroom

discourse 510–11
meanings of 787
native-language and historical register

change 193
as an order of discourse 542
register perspective on development of

192
and teachers’ culturally based expectations

510–11
literary criticism 727, 787
literary pragmatics 787–97

textual mechanisms 790–3
literary texts 787

tense in 791–3
literature 787–8

and medicine 480–3
LOB (Lancaster–Oslo–Bergen) corpus 305
locutionary meaning 84
logical meaning 39
logophors 82
long-term memory 379

control system 379–80

longitudinal studies 573
Longman–Lancaster corpus 305
Loughborough group 381–2
LUNAR 801
Lund corpus 305, 325

machine translation 798, 806
Malay 168, 171
managers, women 549
maps 693
markerese see semantic feature theory
markup, in transcripts 322
markup languages, computer 342–3, 809
MARSEC project 323
masculinity, language and 555–6
masks 794
mass communication 726

audience in 421–3, 428–9
matched guise studies, and political

variables 410
MATE (Multilevel Annotation Tools

Engineering) project 337, 342
Mayan 54, 551

Spanish discourse markers in 63
meaning

control over public discourse 357
focal 731–3
inferential models of 79
intended and interpreted, in language

teaching 707–8
internal 56
negotiation in interaction 79, 89
in relation to social context 44–7

Table 2.3
as socially constructed 734
symbolic and emotive distinguished 77
in terms of practice 703
vagueness of 79
see also figurative meaning; ideational

meaning; interpersonal meaning; logical
meaning; textual meaning

meaning-making 731–3
media, discourse and 416–36
media discourse

and changes in technology 427
cognitive method 419
comparative/cross-cultural method 419
critical discourse analysis 359–60, 418
media/communication studies method

419
methods 418–19
narrative structure 425–6
narrative/pragmatic/stylistic method 418
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nonlinguistic approach 417, 418
practice-focused method 419
sociolinguistic approach 417, 418
style and register 426–7
third alternative to spoken and written

discourse 423–7
media discourse analysis 417, 419–36

audience considerations 421–3
community-based 429–30
Duisburg group 380–1
the nature of data 423
research directions 427–30

media reportage, text analysis 212
media studies 359, 420
mediated discourse 544–5
mediation 658–9

sociocultural school and 541
medical discourse 362

conversation and ritual in 454–6
distancing 475–6, 492
genre in 456–8
metaphors in 483–9
rhetorical features of 476–7, 479
troping 487

medical education, use of research on
medical discourse 465, 473

medical encounters
the discourse of 63, 256, 453–69
frames 459–60, 481, 520
gender effects in 463–4, 485
interrogation and conversation continuum

458
narrative incommensurability of 482
questions 461–4
ritualized 454–6
sequential phases 454–6
stories 460–1
use of research on 465
see also doctor–patient interaction

medical language
and discourse genres 473–80
spoken 473–6
written 476–80

medical records see case histories
medical texts, metaphorical expressions in

484
medical writing

academic prose 193
comparative genre analysis 476–7

medicine
humanistic 478–9, 483
and language 470–502
lexicon and semantics of 473–6

and literature 480–3
metaphorical “exports” 488
as war 476, 485

medieval literature, “oral residue” in 140–1
medium, and mimetic props 778–80
meetings, as a genre 519
memory

in conventionalized language use 309
institutional, and narrative 518–35

mental models
and discourse parse tree (DPT) 271,

276–7, 278
dynamic of narratives 782
“preferred” 358

mental representations
influence of discourse structures on 358
of narratives 773–4, 781

mental simulations 782–3
messages

construction strategies 707
interpretation strategies 707–8
model of linguistic interaction 79

messaging, computer 614–15
metacognition 713
metacomments, scribal 339
metalingual focus 86, 88–91
metanarratives, Western, and racism 376–7
metaphorical extension, from a source

domain 59, 488
metaphors 362

agent 489
of the body 486–7
catachretic 484
context dependence of 484
didactic 484
figurative meaning of 87
limiting aspects of 488
in medicine 476, 483–9
as a performance phenomenon 87
selectional restrictions as presuppositions

in 87
spatial 489
synchronic study of 77, 112
theory-constitutive 484
transcription machinery in medicine 484
use in political discourse 409, 411
see also grammatical metaphor

metapragmatics 421
metaredundancy 46
method of development, in discourse

semantics 39, 43–4
methodology, science 691–3
metonymic contamination 475
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Middle English (ME) 141, 143, 144, 147,

149–51
discourse markers 64

middle range, theories of the 759
middle-aged language, as a norm 570
migration, and racism 376
mimesis 778
mimetic props 778–80
mimicry, by register shifts 24
mind, Chomsky’s modular view of the

101
mind control, and discursive power

357–8
minority languages, and media discourse

research 429
miscommunication

between the sexes 551–3, 604
in communicative interaction 710
and cultural differences in practices 225

misinterpretation, of contextualization cues
545

misunderstanding 89
cross-cultural, and persuasive

strategies 654
in oral communication 720

modal responsibility, in discourse
semantics 39

modality 273, 359
for institutional narratives 525–6

mode 45
models

in human sciences 693–5
use in social psychology 691–3

modularity, and computational models 806
Montréal corpus 288
mood 81
moral action, talk as 738
moral dimension, of social psychology

690–1
moral tales 47
moral talk 596–8
morality

of everyday life, talk and the 596–8
in middle childhood 602
in peer talk 601–3

mothering, the discourse of 597
moves

in discourse organization 476
in discourse parsing 272
interactional 760

MUDs (Multi-User Dimensions) 616, 621–2,
623

multidocument integration, and language
technology 809

multilingualism 255
multivariate statistical techniques 184
multivocality 755–7

naming 408
illness terms across languages 491

narrative
meaning of term 639
unvoiced 791

narrative accounts, as everyday morality
598

narrative analysis 643
apology 211
personal experience narrative (PEN)

636–9
narrative clauses, in personal experience

narrative (PEN) 637
narrative form, and topic inclusion 598
narrative organization, change from oral to

literate techniques 150
narrative perspective, double 789–90
narrative research, across disciplines

643–4
narrative skill, development of 641–2
narrative structure 268

and news media discourse 424, 425–6
research on 639–40, 641

narrative style
cultural differences in 511, 512
development of 641–2

narratives
cross-cultural differences in functions of

642
cultural practices 46–7
and discourse analysis 635–49
discourse markers in 54
discourse models for 780–3
exemplary 523
forms of 778
imagination in 773–80
and institutional work 519–21
in linguistics 635
literary compared with storytelling 643
in medicine 480–2
medium and mimetic props 778–80
the microstructure of social episodes

698–9
“minimal” 637
modeling for computational purposes

644
participating in 780–3
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the point of 480
political effects 644
and racist discourse 378
and rituals 685
and textual analysis 759–2
use of and in children’s 63
variation in 642–3
see also institutional narratives;

retrospective narrative; stories
narrativity, pragmatic quality of 790
narratology 480

structuralist 635–6
narrator

and author 789–90
homodiegetic 795
persona 789–90
shifts between third person and first

person 795
tracking the 774

nasal voice 30
national agendas, and news media discourse

416
national character, studies of 542
National Socialism see Nazism
nationalism, and critical discourse analysis

361–2
native speakers

competence 309, 310, 313
in everyday interaction 216

natural language engineering 798
natural language processing, computational

linguistics 798–816
natural language texts, mapping to formal

specifications 808
natural reality 45
navigation

by interaction 680–3
by schema 676–80
topic 675–6

Nazism 373, 375
near-synonyms 177
negation, in political discourse 404
negotiation

in conflict talk 657–9
in discourse semantics 38–9

neural network learning 808
neurolinguistics 576
New Historicism 643
New Philology 138, 152
news

as shaped by cultural, political, and
economic forces 359

use of quotation, as source 424

news discourse 416–36
theory of 359

news reportage 177, 180, 181, 182
framing 443–4
political discourse 403, 406
reciprocal transmission 422–3
routinized intonation 424, 425
television 359, 422

newsletter articles, as institutional narratives
523

newspaper language 314, 423, 430
discourse markers in 54

“newspeak” (Orwell) 401
niphal (Hebrew) 170
node, in computer-assisted corpus analysis

305
nominalization

and concepts 490
of disease 489–90

nominals, Japanese 642
nondefeasible reasoning 799
nonparticipant narratives, in institutions

521–5
nonverbal aspects, encoding in content-based

transcription 336
nonverbal communication

in the classroom 508
conflict 662

nonverbal expressions, in apologies
204–5

normalizing tags 324
normativity 691, 732
norms

of language use 304, 550
in old age 579–80
in peer talk 601–3
tacit system of conversational 694–5

Norwegian 82, 147
see also Old Norse

notations
interlinear tonetic notation 334, 340
Laban notation 336
musical 340
partiture 327, 335–6
scientific 340–1

novels 772, 779, 788
attempts to transcribe conversation

340
contract with the reader 793
genres based on emotions 780

nucleus, defined 18
“nukespeak” 401
null context 85
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and distancing function of medical

language 475–6
in medical records 477–8, 481

obscuring, in medicine 488–9
observation

computer-assisted methods 315–17
problem in social psychology

research 693
observational instruments, in medical

encounters 471–2
Observer’s Paradox 575
old age

conceptualizations of 569–70
identity in 577–9
language and communicative abilities

576–7
social norms, values and practices in

579–80
Old English (OE) 141, 143, 144, 146, 147,

149, 150, 151
Old French 142, 143, 145, 150
Old High German 141
Old Norse 143, 147
Old Saxon 141
onset

defined 17–18
level 17–21, 29

operators, discourse 266–7
opinion

defined 443
expressing an 658
in medical encounters 458
statements 443

oppositional discourse
gender and 655–7
ritual in casual conversations 660–1

oracular reasoning 658
oracy 787
oral communication, competence in 720–1
oral culture 642

shift to written 140, 151–2
oral discourse

teaching 713–15
transcription of 640

oral literature, compared with spontaneous
conversations 685

oral narrative, organization of 640
oral text 787
oral versions, of personal experience

636–9
orality 787
orders of discourse 383, 542–3

organizational theory, as a literary
genre 761

organized crime 438
orientation, in personal experience narrative

(PEN) 638
orthography, computer-mediated

discourse 617
ostensive communication 105
Other, images of the 361–2, 379, 381
overgeneralization 597

paradigmatic narratives, as institutional
narratives 525

paradigmatic relations 314, 315
paradigms 751, 758–63
paradoxes 89, 90
paralinguistic phenomena 16, 30, 760
parallelism

in enumeration 291–2
grammatical in oral narrative 640
interpersonal meaning of 86

paraphrase 638, 639, 708
parody 86
parole 76, 315
parsing

and complex discourse units 267–72
discourse 271–2
move in 272

participant roles, and media audience 421–2
participation

in communication research 737
in narratives 780–3
structures in the classroom 504–5
style in the classroom 507
synchronicity of, in computer-mediated

communication (CMC) 614–15
partiture notation, in transcripts 327, 335–6
passives 166
passivization 130–1
pathography 482–3
pathology, extension of domain of reference

488
patterns

distinctive discourse, in voice identification
442

search for intertextual, in linguistic
competence 304–20

pauses
in conflict talk 654
encoding in content-based transcription

322, 331–2
length 322, 323
punctuation to show 338
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Pear Stories, The 171
pedagogical discourse analysis, in teacher

education 721
pedagogy, discourse-based 711
peer talk

children’s 598–601, 606
morality and norms 601–3

perceptions, shaped by discourse 754
performance 13, 77

and competence (Chomsky) 311
parole as 315

performative analysis 79
performative function of language 696
performatives 696–7

declarative sentences 84
with nontruth-functional meaning 80
as speech acts 84, 696–7

performativity
in computer-mediated discourse 623
and gender identities 557, 560

periphery 675
perlocutionary meaning 84
Persian 171
persona, of narrator 789–90
personal experience narrative (PEN) 636–9,

640, 781
abstract 637–8
coda 638
complicating action 638
evaluation 638
gendered 643
orientation 638
result/resolution 638

personhood, and self-identity 594–6
perspective display series 457
persuasion, as mind control 357–8
persuasive strategies 654

analogy 654
presentation 654
quasilogic 654

phatic communion 379, 382
phatic focus 86
Philippines 166, 426
philology, post-/interdisciplinary 138,

152
philosophy of language 732
phone-sex workers, and women’s language

558
phonetic cues, to topic 674
phonetics

transcription 338, 341
see also forensic phonetics

phonological attrition 147

phonology
political 410
teaching of, and oral discourse 713–14

physician–patient relationship see
doctor–patient interaction

pitch, in flow of discourse 675, 678
pitch configuration, intonation as 16, 29
plagiarism 450
plan recognition, in computational models

805
planning, in computational models 804–5
play

children creating meaning and humor in
600

status assertion in 660
see also pretend play

plot 642, 794
poetic focus 86
poetics 86
point, in discourse semantics 39
point of view

and deixis 774–6
in medical discourse 482
and voice 793–6

police officers, gender and discourse 557
politeness 86, 172, 597–8, 759

in adult–child discourse 593
and face 551
norms 710

politeness theory 732
and inferencing in discourse 86

political action, and discourse 383–4
Fig. 19.1

political correctness 357
political dimension, of social psychology

690–1
political discourse 398–415

critical discourse analysis 360–1
defining 398, 411
historical frameworks for 404–7
and ideological framing 400–11
lexical analysis 360
racist strategies in 385–9
representation and transformation

400–1
studying 399–400
syntax, translation, and truth 402–4
transformation in 400–1

political domains 351–535
political effects, of narrative 644
political intervention 756
political interviews, discourse markers in

54
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politics
lexical choices and interpretation 407–10,

411
representation and textual production

404–7
POLITICS software 406–7, 409
polysemy 79
Portuguese 54, 64
poset (partially ordered set) relations 121

anchoring set 123
contextually licensed 122

position 697–8, 699
positioning

and academic work 733
and social order 697–8

possible worlds, truth conditions in 77, 83,
114

postmodernism 360, 376, 761
Postposed subjects, nondiscourse initial of ES

sentences 274–5
postposing 126–8
postulates 85, 208, 758
power 86

and adult–child discourse 593–4
as control, in critical discourse analysis

354–8
defined 453–4
and discourse 352–71
discursive, and critical discourse analysis

355–7
gender and discourse 754, 755
institutional 362–3
and political discourse 398
propositions 758
and questions, in medical encounters

461–2
power asymmetries 257

in computer-mediated discourse 624
gender 550–2, 624
in medical encounters 453–4

power relations
construal of, and cohesive harmony 40–3
and media discourse 420

practice, and theory 197–348
pragmaphilology 145
pragmatic markers 141

basic, commentary and parallel 59
see also discourse markers

pragmatic meaning 56
and content 59
Fraser’s classification of 58
and speaker’s communicative intention

59

pragmatic strengthening 146
pragmatic syntax 145–6
pragmaticization 59
pragmatics 78, 254, 732

and discourse analysis 138–9
and discourse markers 58–9
of family life 592–4
grammaticalization of 146
and language teaching 707
and multifunctionality in utterances

756
role in spoken langugae 787
and semantics 79–80
see also literary pragmatics

praxis literature 453
pre-announcement sequences 233, 236
precision, in language technology 807
predicates, presupposition in 83
preference 652–3

of planning agents 805
preferred context models 358
prejudice, defined 378, 379
preposing 124–6
presentation, persuasive strategies 654
presentational sentences, with there

128
presupposed open proposition 120
presupposition 82–4, 120

in apology 205
culturally specific 216, 539
pragmatic 84
in schemata or frames 219
Strawson’s theory 83

pretend play
family roles in 593–4
in young children 602

pretense, joint, in narratives 783
primes, universal conceptual 401
prior knowledge 710
probabilistic models, in discourse and

dialog 809
probability, in a text, compared with

frequency in a corpus 310
procedural knowledge 695
production

discourse analysis and the teaching of
language 716

of discourse as response 241
media 427–8

professional discourse 518
professional power 362–3
pronominal forms, in historical discourse

analysis 143–4
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pronominal reference
ambiguity of 752–3
computational models for 801
demonstratives 802–3

pronouns
as bound variables 81
child’s use of self-reference 595–6
discourse orientation of 80–2
first person in narratives 774
first person plural 752

propositional content, and beliefs,
intonational relationship 15

propositional knowledge 695
propositions

cache management strategies, in
computational models 804

exploratory, summary and testable
757–9

“if . . . then” 757–8
observational 758
outcome characteristics 758
presupposed open 120
semantic units of stereotypes 378

prose, spoken 14
prosody 16, 29, 86

in computer-assisted corpus analysis
306

and context, in language teaching 714
as contextualization cue 16, 29
duration 333
as embedded in interaction 17
encoding in content-based transcription

332–5
in flow of discourse 678, 682
prominence 333
as a signaling device 222

proto theories 759
proverbs 86, 90
proxemic phenomena 16
proximal effects 259
psychoanalytical theories, for racism 375
psycholinguistics 278, 576
psychological disorders, terminology of

475
psychology, conversation as the model for

discursive 694–5
psychotherapy

compared with conversation 457–8
compared with medical encounters 458
disagreement in groups 652

public discourse
argumentative strategies in popular 655
control of and access to 355–7

public opinion
frames and influence of media discourse

on 422
influence of public discourse on 361–2

public sphere, men’s language in the 555–6
Puerto Ricans 642
punctuation marks 324, 338–9
puns 86, 111

qualitative methods 215
quantitative coding, vs. conversation analysis

729
quantitative research 282, 299, 727
Quantity, Maxim of (Grice) 82, 208, 804
quasi-fear 780
quasilogic persuasive strategy 654
Quechua, evidentials 63
Quechua–Andean Spanish bilinguals 63
questions

as claiming power 462
cooperative answering 806
implicit “Why?” 108
informational 232
in medical encounters 461–4
as “pre-announcements” 85
as requests for information 461
see also rhetorical questions

questions and answers, children’s coherence
599–600

quotation
indirect and direct in novels 779
as an interface between spoken and

written modes 424
in narrative 777–8
in news media discourse 424, 426

quotatives, in storytelling 640
quoting, in computer-mediated discourse

619

race
the concept of 373–4
as a social construction 373

race relations 374
and colonial paradigm 376

race theory 373
racialization 376, 377–8
racism

and critical discourse analysis 361–2
and critical theory 375
and cultural studies 376
discourse analytical approaches to 372,

378–89
discourse and 372–97
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racism (cont.)
discourse strands and collective symbols

380–1
discourse-historical approach 382–9
explaining 374–8
institutional 389
and Loughborough group approach

381–2
meaning of 372
perspectivation in 386
postmodern approaches 376
prejudices and stereotypes 378
psychoanalytical theories for 375
social identity theory 374–5
sociocognitive approach 374, 379–80

racist discourse, context dependence of 382
radio 416, 429, 430
radio news, routinized intonation 424
radio talk

discourse markers in 54, 426–7
frame analysis of 421
speaking style 427

rational actor model 763
rational agency, computational models of

804–6
reader

and author, relationship 787–9
of literature 788

reader pragmatics 793–6
reading

as a cooperative act 717, 788–9, 793, 796
discourse analysis and the teaching of

718–19
psycholinguistic models of 718
silent 340

reading comprehension 718–19
reading courses 718
“real-time” chat 615, 616, 618, 623
real-world communication

in aging and discourse studies 575–6
interaction 229–49
language in relation to sickness and health

489–93
reality

vs. appearance 756
construal in discourse semantics 45
political manipulation of 400–1
the social construction of 251–7
see also natural reality; semiotic reality;

social reality
realization 45–6
reasoning, nondefeasible or defeasible 799
recall, in language technology 807

reception analysis 422
recipient design 235
reciprocal self-disclosure, in women’s talk

553
reciprocality, lack in medical encounters

458
recordings

digitized 323
linking transcripts to 323

reduction, of flow of language 674–5
redundancy rules, in structural semantics 85
reference 36, 81, 714–15

assignment as search for coherence 102,
112–13

computational models for 800–3
contextual determination of 80–2
hierarchies of expressions and Gricean

Maxim of Quantity 82
in literary pragmatics 790–1
negotiation of 89
separating frames of 88–91

reference grammars 162
reference list, in computational models 801
reference time 791
referential clauses, in personal experience

narrative (PEN) 637
referential distance (RD), and topic

persistence (TP) 165–8
referential focus 86
referential meaning 56, 91

content meaning as 58
and definition 462

referential tracking 774–6
in computer-mediated discourse 619–20

reflection 713
reflexives, long-distance 82
reflexivity 82, 738
reformulations 102, 110–12
reframing 89
register 21–5, 29, 176–83

for apology 209–10
children’s use of 605
comparisons 183–93
defined 21
field 45
fundamental frequency measurement 22

Fig. 1.1
and genre 44–7
interactive written discourse as 613
mode 45
of news media discourse 424, 425, 426–7
the norm for 21
occupational of medicine 475
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repertoires 512
rhetorical patterns in professional 193
tenor 45
use of same by two different speakers 21

register shifts
acoustic analysis 23–4 Fig. 1.2
across speaker turns 21
cuing special inferences 24
to mark voicing in reported speech 21
to signal parenthesis in speech 21
within speaking turns 21

register variation 176
communicative functions 184, 191
a corpus approach 175–96
cross-linguistic comparison 176, 187–92
in grammatical descriptions 179–83
in lexical descriptions 177–9
multidimensional (MD) approach to 183,

184–7
oral/literate dimensions 187–92, 192–3
production circumstances 191
in specialized domains 192–3

relational proposition 103
relativism, cultural 401, 404–7, 554
relevance

and coherence 105–6, 112–14
judgments in language technology 807
Maxim of (Grice) 208
optimal 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 112
principle of (Sperber and Wilson) 102–3,

104, 106, 112–14
in terms of contextual effect and

processing effort 105–6
violation of requirement 104

relevance theory
and discourse 100–18
in political discourse 407–9

remembering
institutional 518–35
as a social act 702–3

repair 89, 728
in binary structure 270–1

repetition 638
children’s 600, 651
and computational linguistics 804
in conflict talk 651, 662
in enumeration 290
interpersonal meaning of 86
verbatim 685

reported speech 112, 653
embedding of 273
and thought 269
see also quotation

representation
cultural relativism in 401, 404–7
dominant patterns of 361–2
paralinguistically distinct acoustic 778
in political discourse 400–1
in politics, and textual production 404–7
the politics of 382
spatial 776
universalist or relativist 401

representations
visual and spatial 773–4
see also mental representations

requests 732
in adult–child discourse 593–4, 605

resource-limited inferential search 799–800,
804, 805

responses, collective 655
responsibility

assignment of 734, 757–8
in medical encounters 458
speaker, in apologies 201–2, 203–4

restatement
in coherence relations 102, 103, 110–12
and computational linguistics 804

restricted codes 755
retelling

and cultural expectations 781
individual, as institutional narratives

524–5
retrospective narrative 789
revoicing, children’s lesson contributions

505
rheme, vs. theme 804
rhetoric

Greek political 399
as mind control 357–8

rhetorical analysis 709
rhetorical approach, to discourse 736
rhetorical criticism, compared with discourse

analysis 727
rhetorical devices 285
rhetorical questions, use by women 551
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) 38, 803
rhetorical theory, Burkean 640
rhetorical writers, classical 727
rhythm

encoding in content-based transcription
335–6

in English 25
interactional sense 26–9
in language teaching 714

right-dislocation 132–3
rites of passage, and old age 569–70
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ritualization, in medical encounters 454–6,
473

rituals
friendship 701
and narratives 685
status-confirming 694
see also conversational rituals

roles, as fluid exchanges 697
Romance languages 142, 146
Romanian 169
routine, in corpus linguistics 316–17
rules

conformity to, a syntax of social episodes
704

discourse, conversational/interactional
757–8

and routines 596–7
Russian 64

Sacapultec (Mayan) 171
SAM (Speech Assessment Method) 337
Sapir–Whorf hypothesis 77
schema 219, 311, 459, 781

control over 356
navigation by 676–80
and topic navigation 675–6

schema theories 86, 425, 781
schematic knowledge 716
schizophrenia, texture and cohesion in

discourse 44
scholars, role in society 352–3
school

ethnography of communication in
507–10

and home
cultural differences 508
expectations about discourse practices

598
linguistic practices in 503–7
as a venue for talk 512

school settings
decontextualization in 521
discourse analysis, topics 507–12

school texts, political discourse in 403–4
scientific explanation, vocabulary of 541
scientific method 691–3, 703
scientific names, rationale for 474–5
scientific notations 340–1
scientific texts, literary perspective on 761–2
scribes, transcription practices 338–9
scripts 86, 709, 781

internalizing 788
search, and discourse interpretation 799

second language
discourse markers in acquisition 55
discourse study of development 511

segmentation, discourse 265–7
computational models of 802–3
in listening 717
and surface structure 267

self-identity, and personhood 594–6
self-presentation 734

elderly people 578–80
and racism 380, 381, 382–3

semantic analysis, of apologies 205–6
semantic bleaching 59
semantic change, principles of 148
semantic feature theory 77, 85
semantic fields 76

evocation for political purposes 409
race concept in various 373

semantic frames 311
semantic macrostructures, in narrative

639
semantic memory, as social memory 379
semantic relations, in discourse context 80
semantic representation, in Linguistic

Discourse Model (LDM) 276–7
semantic shift, and medical terminology

491
semantics 76

and discourse 76–99
and discourse interpretation 272–3
of events and actions, and computational

linguistics 809
of medicine 473–6
in myth 636
and pragmatics 79–80
of social acts 703
see also discourse semantics; dynamic

semantics; formal semantics; situation
semantics

semi-sentences 87
semiotic reality 45
senility 569
sentences

as basic unit of language teaching 708
see also declarative sentences; exclamatory

sentences; interrogatives
sentential subordination 268
Separate Worlds Hypothesis (SWH) 603–5
sequence, in coherence relations 106, 107–8
sequencing

and ambiguity 445
temporal 168–9

sequential organization 85
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sequential phases, in medical encounters
454–6

service encounters, discourse markers in 54,
64

sex, “virtual” 614
sexuality, and racism 377
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup

Language) 342–3, 809
shared knowledge, basis for planning the

teaching/learning continuum 709–11
shared meanings 313
siblings, vs. peers, and language style 605
sickness, language in relation to 489–93
signal processing technology, measurement

of speech signal 341
signaling devices 219–22
signifying 556
SignStream project 323, 336, 337
silences 675

in conflict talk 654
in institutional narrative 528–31
interactional import of 236–42

similes 91
simulations, mental 782–3
sites, in institutional narratives 527
situated interaction 257–60
situation semantics 272
skills

receptive vs. productive 716
written vs. oral 716

slang, hospital 473
Slavic 148
“smiley” voice 30
SMPTE time codes, in transcribing

recordings 323
social age 569–70
social categories, interactional construction

of 257–60
social class

and argumentation 657, 659
and educational and familial discourse

755
in enumeration 293, 294
and gender, speaking styles 557
and linguistic structure 298
and media discourse 427
and narrative style 642

social cognitive theory, and racism 374,
379–80

social constructionism 251–7
social context

meaning in relation to 45 Table 2.3
modeling 44–7

social criticism, and computer-mediated
discourse 624–5

social Darwinism, and concept of race 373
social domains 351–535
social episodes

narrative as the microstructure of 698–9
real-life 689
syntax of 704

social identity theory, racism 374–5
social interaction, and computer-mediated

discourse 622–3
social order

cultural realizations of 695
and positioning 697–8
underlying pattern in interaction 252–7

social organization, shaped by discursive
practices 754–5, 762–3

social practices
and computer-mediated discourse 620–5
as constituted by discourse 538–9, 542,

543
in old age 579–80

social problems, and critical discourse
analysis 353

social processes, discourse in 757–9
social psychology

the discursive turn in 688–706
field of interest 695–7
new-paradigm 689, 703–4

social reality 45
social reproduction

influence of discourse on 361–3, 385
and institutional narratives 521, 532

social sciences, and conversation analysis
762

social semiotics 400
socialization 257

emotional in moral learning 597–8
gender 549, 554, 603–5
pre-school 641–2
in schools 503, 512, 573
see also language socialization

societal aging see ageism
socio-interactional dynamics, and discourse

structural effects 282–303
sociocognitive theory 512, 513
sociocultural analysis, Soviet school of

543
sociocultural historical psychology 543
sociocultural school 541–2
sociolinguistic approaches, to discourse 67,

278, 592
sociolinguistic factors, in apologies 211–12
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sociolinguistics
and multivocality 756–7
recurrent observations and the case of

enumeration 294–8
unified theory of description 759
variationist approach to 282–303
see also interactional sociolinguistics;

interpretive sociolinguistics
sociology

discourse and 750–71
language in 750–3

solidarity 86
Somali 183, 192, 193

Korean, and English, comparison of oral/
literate dimensions in 187–92

sounding, in African American discourse
660

sounds
interpreted as political 410
and thoughts 673, 675

space, discursive representation of 644
Spanish 54, 63, 64, 167, 168, 169, 360, 511
spatial arrangement, scribal practices 339
speaker attitudes, discourse markers and

66, 141–2, 148–9
speakers

conceptual organization in lists 60–2
interactional goals 732
lexicogrammatical resources and

conceptions of illness and disease
489–93

presupposition in 84
responsibility in apologies 201–2, 203–4
social identity in discourse interpretation

278
turn-taking across 18–21
turn-taking within 18–21
see also intentions, speaker

SPEAKING
Hymes’ heuristic 756, 759
as a reflexive process 221

speaking skills, discourse analysis and the
teaching of 720–1

speaking styles, gender and 557, 559
specialization, terminology of 473, 475, 715
speech

as social action 696–7
or talk 230
in variation analysis 283

speech act theory 78, 696–7
intonations as illocutionary force 15
and pragmatics 139
Searle’s development 84

speech acts 84–5, 359, 709
apologies 207–9
constitutive, in medical encounters

459–64
control over 356
and meanings 703, 731–3
and pragmatic analysis, criminal cases

440–1
sequential structures of 698

Speech Assessment Method (SAM) 337
“speech errors,” as discourse markers 65
speech events 259

analysis of 215
apologies 209–10
and discourse parsing 272
in Linguistic Discourse Model (LDM) 266
simulated 708

speech recognition
automated 805
software 337, 342

speech rhythm 26
as metric for timing in English 25–9

speech situation 259
speech technology 798
speech time 791
speech-and-language pathology 576
speeches, as institutional narratives 523–4
speechmaking, lexical choice in 408–9
spoken language, representation in a written

medium 321–48
standardization, and talk 763
standardized tests, in aging and discourse

studies 573–4
standards, the media and language 430
statistical techniques, multivariate 184
status, children’s awareness of 600–1
status negotiation 661

and children’s conflict talk 659–60
stereotypes

of aging 578, 580
collective symbols as cultural 381
and contextualization cues 541
defined 378
of patients 463
racial 361–2, 374, 378, 379–80

stigmatization, and “being ordinary” 728
stories

bedtime 596
in medical encounters 457, 460–1
see also narratives

story
and discourse parsing 272
use of term 639
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story grammar 639
story lines 699
storytelling 699

characteristics of 795
in conflict strategy 653
embedded in interactional context 640
and expressing an opinion 658
in Hawaii 511
imagination in 773–80
reasons for 640–1
rights, in institutional narratives 531

straight talk 730–1
strategic communication, theory of 731–3
strategies

of long-term memory 379–80
see also communication strategies;

discourse strategies
stratificational linguistics 35, 37
stress, markings for 341
STRIPS algorithm 805
structuralist narratology 635–6
style

control over public discourse 357
interactional 232–3
of news media discourse 425, 426–7
sociolinguistic study of 284–5

stylistic variation 284–5
and social variation 295, 298–9

stylistics
and discourse analysis 450–1
and discourse markers 450
figures of speech in 285
in forensic linguistics 450

subject–object relations 756
subjectification 148
subjectivity, and ethnographic methods 260
subjects, nondiscourse initial Postposed, of

ES sentences 274–5
subordination

parsing of structures 268–70
sentential 268

substitution 36, 715
subtopic identification, in language

technology 807
summarization, and language technology

809
summary sentences, in language technology

807
supertopics 674, 675–6
suprasegmental elements, in language

teaching 714
surface structure, segmentation and

discourse 267

Swedish 64
syllables

lengthening 333
phrase-final lengthening 333
shortening 333

symbolic capital 601
symbolic interactionism 251
symbols, collective, in racism 380–1, 383
synchronic approach, in historical discourse

analysis 139
synchronic studies, of aging and discourse

and 573
synchronicity, of participation in computer-

mediated communication (CMC)
614–15, 617

synchronous computer-mediated
conversations (SCMCs) 663

synonyms 86
syntactic category 323
syntagmatic relations 311, 314, 315
syntax

and discourse function 119–37
of folktale 635–6
in narrative analysis 638–9
resulting from fossilization of earlier

discourse forms 147
of social episodes 704
transitivity of 359

systemic functional linguistics (SFL) 35
distinction between sentence and text 56
modeling social context in 45
register and genre theory 35–6

Tagalog 165–6
tagging 322
Taiwanese 652, 655, 661, 662
talk

adolescent girls’ 601–2
in context 726–7, 734
gender-related patterns of 553–4, 754–5
linking with task, in the classroom 504–5
and the morality of everyday life 596–8
normative order of 253
as practical and moral action 738
preference over written texts, in

communication research 735
sequencing in 597, 763
shapes an organization 763
or speech 230
structures, and discursive power 356
topic structure of 674

talk story 511, 512
talk-as-data, in praxis literature 453
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talk-in-interaction 229–30, 231, 241
Tannen, Deborah, You Just Don’t Understand

552–3
tape-recordings 251, 252–3

of conversations, and forensic linguistics
438, 444–5

task, and tool 695–6
teacher education

pedagogical discourse analysis 721
and studies of children’s language use

512
teasing 597
technical language, and ordinary language,

in medical discourse 473, 475
TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) 329–30, 342,

343
telephone talk 558, 728–9
television 416, 430

turn-taking in news interviews 653
tempo, change of 675
temporal perspective, in literary texts

791–3
tenor 45
tense

and aspect for temporal continuity 714
Historical Present tense 640
in literary texts 791–3
translation of 792

terminology
mapping natural language texts to 808
of specialization 473, 475, 715

text
as basic unit of language teaching 708
in computer-assisted corpus analysis 305
and discourse flow 683–6
oral and literary 787
by a single speaker 230–1
structures, and discursive power 356
as a unit of language in use 100

text analysis 755–7
apologies 212
appearance–reality 756
in computer-assisted corpus analysis

306–9
interpretation vs. interruption 756
and narrative 760–2
newspaper language 423

text coherence 717–18, 719–20
and language teaching 717–18

text cohesion 35–53, 715
and discourse markers 55
and register 37
role of collocations in 309–10

Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) 329–30, 342,
343

text generation
and definite NPs 802
use of pronouns in 802

text organization, cohesion and texture
35–53

text types
changes in 151–2
in historical discourse analysis 145
situational context, function, content, and

form 423
text-counts 164–9

for contrast 170
text-to-speech conversion 335, 342
texts

with interlinear glosses, data in typological
studies 163, 171

as an outcome of a particular discourse
process 428–9

as tools for social action 541–2
textual chains 383
textual meaning 45, 77
textual production, in politics 404–7
texture

and cohesion 35–53
defined 35

Thai 171
theme 43, 81

vs. rheme 803
theory, and practice 197–348
theory-driven approaches, top-down 571
therapeutic discourse 760
there

existential sentences 126–7
presentational sentences 128

third party, role in conflict resolution 658
thought

language and 401, 491–3
stream of 673–87

time
discursive representation of 644
for institutional narrative remembering

526–7
representation in literary texts 791–3

timing 25–9
in the classroom 505, 508
missing cues 28–9
transition 27–9

ToBI project 323, 334–5
Tojolab’al 662
Tok Pisin 176
tool, and task 695–6
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topic
structure 674
use of term cross-linguistically 163–4

topic chains 268
topic development

components of narrative 677
social rights to 674

topic inclusion, and narrative form 598
topic navigation 675–6
topic persistence (TP), and referential

distance (RD) 165–8
topic and response analysis, criminal cases

438–40, 444–5
topical units 314
Topicality Quotient 169
topicalization 125
topically relevant sets of talk, in the

classroom 504
topics

basic level 675–6
control over public discourse 356, 358
in discourse flow 673–5

trait theory 701
“Transcriber” interface 323, 337
transcription

content-based decisions 330–6
contrasting methods and assumptions

326–36
converting between formats 330
defined 322
of discourse 321–48
encoding standards 342–3
format-based decisions 326–30
general principles 322–6
identifying units of 675
of oral discourse 640
origins in history 338–40
past and future 338–43
practicalities 336–8
principles of category design 323–4
principles of computational tractability

324
principles of visual display 324–6
of spoken language 674–5
symbol choice 329–30
technological advances 341

transcripts
column-based format 321, 326, 328
interspersed format 328–9
of intonation units 683–5
linking with acoustic measurement

341
linking to recordings 323

multitier (or interlinear or multilayer)
format 327

partiture notation 327
vertical format 321, 326

transformation-based learning 808
transformational grammar 207, 636
transition relevance point (TRP) 20
transitivity 81

in functional systemic grammar 359
linguistic choices reflect beliefs in medical

discourse 479–80, 485
in political discourse 402–4

translating telephones 807
translation

data, and comparison of discourse
function 169–71

difficulties in 756
equivalent words 715
and international language of medicine

474
and misinterpretation 374
of tenses 792

Tree-Adjoining Grammar 809
triangulation 260
trigger 123
troping, in medical discourse 487
trust, and recording of medical encounters

464
truth conditions, in possible worlds 77, 83,

114
truth-functional semantics 83, 85–6
Turkish 652, 660
turn-construction units (TCUs) 20, 29
turn-continuers 59, 61
turn-initial no 556
turn-taking 235, 710, 728

in children’s conversations 599, 603
in computer-mediated discourse

618–20
and conflict 650, 651, 652–3, 655
elicitation sequence (IRE) in the classroom

504, 505
encoding in content-based transcription

336
format design for 16
latching 336
in medical encounters 456, 462
overlapping 336, 552, 651, 681
prosodic phenomena in 16, 18–21
sentences in 230
sequences 235, 504
in television news interviews 653
see also floor management
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turns at talk see turn-continuers;
turn-taking

Tuvaluan, Nukulaelae 183
type–token ratio 315
typical collocates, in computer-assisted

corpus analysis 305, 306
typicality 311
typology 161–2

and discourse analysis 161–74
Tzotzil 169, 651

uncertainty, and intonation 15
units of analysis, encoding in content-based

transcription 331
universals

of conflict talk 662
possibility of cross-linguistic register

variation 183
universe of discourse 793, 794
unrestricted extended text 798
updating 803, 808
Usenet newsgroups 616
Ute 167, 168
utterances

Austin’s 207–9
performative 696

values, in old age 579–80
variation

children’s learning of situational 605
impact of stylistic factors on 292–5
in narrative 642–3
socially conditioned 621–2

variation analysis 282–3
data and methodology 288–9

variation theory, discourse markers and
56

variationist approach, to discourse structural
effects and socio-interactional dynamics
282–303

variationist sociolinguistics, ideology and
politics in 410

varieties
equality of 554
see also register

verbal dueling 660
verbal morphology, in historical discourse

analysis 142–3
verbal signs, symbolic and indexical 221
verbalization problem, unconformity

678–9
vernacular speech 636
verstehen 757–9

videorecordings, digitized 323, 337
visual language data, encoding and analysis

of 323
visual prominence, in scribal practice 339
visualization 773–4, 776–7
vocabulary

analysis of flow 315
dictionary definitions 715
discourse-oriented approach to teaching

715
of family medicine 474
literal or figurative 715
procedural 314
prospective 314
specialized 473, 475, 715
technical 314
use in political discourse 407–10

vocalizations, as discourse markers 65
voice 697

“double-voice discourse” 656
narrative, in medical discourse 482, 483
narrative, multiple 755–6, 777–8
and point of view 793–6

voice alternations
in Bella Coola 169
in Koyukon and Dyirbal 167 Table 8.1

voice identification, forensic 438, 441–3
voice quality 30

assumption at will 30
boundary changes in 675
markings for 341

voice systems, referential distance (RD) and
topic persistence (TP) in 165–7

voicing 794
and news media discourse 417, 424

volume, as a prosodic contextualization cue
29–30

Waletzky, L., on personal experience
narrative (PEN) 636–9

war and peace, language of 360
ways of talking, different within languages/

cultures 755
wh-questions, in argumentative strategies

655
whisper 30, 675
white-collar crime 438
witness testimony, narratives 520–1, 643
women, as conversation facilitators 549,

550
women’s language 549–50

life histories 643
phone-sex workers 558



Index 851

word clustering, corpus analysis of 310
word forms

in computer-assisted corpus analysis
305

exhaustive lists of 324
word meaning see lexical semantics
word order

diachronic change 145–6
in historical discourse analysis

144–5
and referential distance (RD), comparison

of languages 167–8
and temporal sequencing 169 Table

8.3
theory of grounding 144–5

word relations, chains of 314
words, encoding in content-based

transcription 330
work, and institutional narratives 519
workplace

gendered discourse in the 558, 560
interaction in 257

worldwide web (WWW) 626, 806

writing
and absent reader–audience 719
discourse analysis and the teaching of

719–20
as a record of spoken language in ancient

Greece 338
writing competence, conversational dialog

and 719
writing conventions 710
writing style

descriptive 737
explicitly argumentative 737

written language, bias toward 13
written texts, conventions of expository 521

XCES (XML Corpus Encoding
Standard) 343

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 343, 809

Yiddish 265, 269, 274–7

zones of proximal development (Vygotsky),
and cognitive development 511–12
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